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Not many of you are aware of what VMware Storage Health Check (VSHCHK) is or what it can do for you in vSphere 6.5. The VMware Storage Health Check tool quickly identifies potential issues with your
storage and minimizes downtime by automatically testing vSphere objects to identify storage-specific issues. For example, issues with a storage device. Free VMware Storage Health Check Utility for vSphere
6.5. vSphere Storage Health Check is a free utility that checks VMware virtual machines for storage-specific issues with. Storage Health Check (VSHCHK) is a feature of vSphere 6.5 that helps you to quickly
identify potential issues with your storage and minimizes downtime. The VMware Storage Health Check tool quickly identifies potential issues with your storage and minimizes downtime by automatically testing
vSphere objects to identify storage-specific issues. For example, issues with a storage device. Download VMware Storage Health Check Utility vSphere 6.5 / 6.5 Update 1 We have been given a testing version of
the VMware Storage Health Check utility on our lab environment. The new tool helps you quickly identify potential issues with your storage and minimizes downtime by automatically testing vSphere objects to
identify storage-specific issues. Download VMware Storage Health Check Utility vSphere 6.5 / 6.5 Update 1 vSAN 6.0 Beta introduces a “Storage Health Tool” which provides some great new vSphere Hyperic
capabilities for our vSAN customers.. You can manage the shared storage units in your environment as if they were physical units. See a guide on how to set up your vSAN 6.0 Beta. Download VMware Storage
Health Check Utility vSphere 6.0 / vSphere 6.5 / 6.5 Update 1 When we investigate the vSAN Performance Dashboard on an ESXi host we find the following virtual hardware resources:
vSAN6_RESOURCES/VsanStorage/vsan-storage-resource.info: The vSAN Performance Dashboard can display the following: The number of configured vSAN drives. Information about the state of individual vSAN
drives. The storage pool and data tier settings for the vSAN. vSAN Storage Inventory Metrics: Key features: Monitor vSAN storage utilization with a simple dashboard. View a history of vSAN drive progress,
including throughput. View drive utilization per vSAN zone. View drive data usage per vSAN zone.
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